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Doodle here.
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1. T for Two

Write a class Pair that encapsulates two objects of arbitrary types T1 and T2. Such a class
can be useful for binding together key-value pairs. Consider the following examples of its
usage:

Pair<String, Integer> aged = new Pair<String, Integer>("Lady Liberty", 1875);

System.out.println(aged.getFirst() + ", born " + couple.getSecond());

Pair<Person, Person> couple = new Pair<Person, Person>(abraham, mary);

System.out.println(couple.getFirst() + " loves " + couple.getSecond());

The class has the following:

(a) A constructor that accepts the two objects as parameters. The first is a T1 and the
second is a T2.

(b) A method getFirst that returns the T1 object.

(c) A method getSecond that returns the T2 object.
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2. Character Counts!

Write a class Key that encapsulates a String key to be used in a hashtable. It has:

(a) A constructor that accepts a String key.

(b) A method hashCode that returns the length of the key as the hashcode.
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3. Ticky-Tacky

Suppose you have the following simplified hashtable implementation, which stores its items
in an array of four lists. It uses the Key and Pair classes from the previous problems.

public class Hashtable<K, V> {

private ArrayList<Pair<K, V>> buckets[]; // an array of lists

public Hashtable<K, V>() {

buckets = new ArrayList<Pair<K, V>>[4];

}

public void add(K key, V value) {

int iBucket = key.hashCode() % buckets.length;

if (buckets[iBucket] == null) {

buckets[iBucket] = new ArrayList<Pair<K, V>>();

}

buckets[iBucket].add(new Pair<K, V>(key, value));

}

}

Draw the buckets array after executing the following code:

Hashtable<Key, Integer> h = new Hashtable<Key, Integer>();

h.add(new Key("moon"), 403);

h.add(new Key("is"), 114);

h.add(new Key("g"), 512);

h.add(new Key("spotted"), 212);

h.add(new Key("a"), 987);

h.add(new Key("cornflower"), 376);

h.add(new Key("noodle"), 888);

If a bucket hasn’t been initialized, X its cell. Otherwise, draw an arrow from its cell to its list.
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4. The Right Answer

Suppose you’ve got the following binary search tree implementation:

public class BinarySearchTree<T> {

private Node<T> root;

// code for constructor, add, remove, size omitted

public boolean isEmpty() {

return root == null;

}

private static class Node<T> {

private T value;

private Node<T> left;

private Node<T> right;

}

}

Write the signature and body of method BinarySearchTree.getMax, which returns the max-
imum element in a tree. If the tree has no nodes, throw a NoSuchElementException.
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5. f(Lemons) → Lemonade

You’ve got a class MinHeap with the following interface:

public class MinHeap<T extends Comparable<T>> {

public MinHeap() { ... }

public void add(T newItem) { ... }

public T remove() { ... } // removes the LEAST element

public boolean isEmpty() { ... }

}

Someone gives you an unsorted ArrayList and badly needs its elements sorted in a descending
manner—i.e., from greatest to least—demanding that the sorting be done using MinHeap.
MaxHeap is not allowed. Complete the sortDescending method to return the new sorted list:

public static <T> ArrayList<T> sortDescending(ArrayList<T> unsorted) {

// Hint: by itself, the natural ordering of the minheap is not helpful.
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6. Split Decision

Complete the following decision tree1, which helps us choose which data structure to use given
the constraints of a problem. Write in each parallelogram the name of the data structure that
best satisfies the preceding conditions. Possible choices include: tree, sorted array, unsorted
array, hashtable, and linked list.

Is the amount 
of data small?

Is fast random 
access more 

important than 
fast insertion?

Is fast 
searching more 
important than 
fast insertion?

Is traversing 
more important 
than lookup?

Start/Stop

YesNo

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

Yes

1This tree was modeled off of one designed by Robert LaFore in Data Structures & Algorithms in Java, Sams
Publishing, 2002.
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7. The Complexity of Complexity

Argue both sides of this claim: “Studying data structures is a waste of time.”

I agree, because...

I disagree, because...
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